
Icebreaker Activities & questions that work online
● Introducing each other

○ Pair participants up in twos. Provide a list of questions for them to ask each other.
They can ask each other questions via email/break out rooms/ or other online
means of communications. Once completed everyone joins the same room and
introduces the person they were talking to.

■ Example questions
● Do you have any siblings? If so which are you, oldest youngest,

middle child?
● Favorite past time
● What do you want to become?
● What is your favorite color & why?
● What grade are you in?
● How old are you?
●

● 2 truths and a lie
○ In a group, each person takes a turn telling the group three statements and it is up

to the group to guess which of the statements is a lie.
● Three Words’ Ice Breaker

○ Participants to agree on a random topic. It can be anything from food to dogs, to
rugby. Explain that each person should contribute with three words to the story
(and three words only at a time) and they will take turns to contribute. Encourage
the participants to say the first three words that come to their mind. It does not
matter if they make sense or not. Encourage them to go from one another quickly

● If you could be any animal, what would you be?
● What is your idea for the next great invention?
● Tall Tales

○ One person starts with “Once upon a time” and tells a small portion of a story.
When the group leader buzzes arbitrarily to decide that time is up, the next person
must continue the story.

● If you were a brand, what would your slogan be?

Icebreaker Activities that work in person
● The Envelope Please!

○ Group members list 10 facts about themselves on strips of paper and then put
them in an envelope. The group leader reads the facts aloud, one by one, as other
group members guess the person’s identity.

● The TP Game



○ Pass a roll of toilet paper around the room and tell each person to take as much as
they need. Then, for each square they took, they must share one fact about
themselves.

● 10 Things in Common
○ Divide into partners with instructions to discover 10 things that you have in

common.
● Passions Tic Tac Toe

○ Create a 3 x 3 grid for each participant and have them fill in each block with a
different personal passion randomly. After the individual work, have everyone
walk around the room and compare notes. When they find the same passion listed
in both grids, ask them to sign for each other in the appropriate square. The
winner is the participant who manages to have other people’s signatures on three
lines (vertical, horizontal, or diagonal).

● Line Up
○ Players have to form an orderly line without any discussion, or any verbal cues or

help at all. The line is formed by predetermined criteria (like height, or color of
each person’s eyes etc.).

In game League of legends ways to improve skills
● Have the students get in the habit of proposing and idea for a plan they want to execute in

game in the form of a question.
○ Even if it’s a quick thought they have, have them get in the habit of verbalizing

everything
● Assign 1 person to remind another teammate of an objective or to check the map at set

intervals.
● Make it so every time someone’s ultimate is up they have to say they have it and if a

teammate says it before them then the person with the ultimate owes their teammate one
ultimate use on their terms later in the game.

○ If their teammate makes them waste their ultimate as a joke then they could get a
lower score in problem solving/collaboration/ active listening/ and other skills

● Play a call out game. When your opponent leaves their part of the map the student has to
announce it to their team. Everytime an enemy opponent leaves their area in the map and
makes their way into another teammates area without the teammate making the call out
that person then gets an arbitrary -1 point for not making a call out.

○ Can also make it a reward system and everytime a call out is made and the enemy
does go to a new area the person who called it gets a +1 arbitrary point

● Have teams discuss who they wanna play & what roles they will fill out before searching
for a game. This makes them think about what they are going to play rather than just
choosing whatever when their timers run out in champion select.


